
PE1673/D: Submission from Donald Boyd 

I am writing in support of the Parliamentary Petition PE01673 “calling on the Scottish 

Parliament to urge the Scottish Government to create an independent, QC-led 

inquiry into the operation and running of child protection services in Scotland.” 

I have only recently been made aware of this inquiry and this is a brief letter in 

support of such an inquiry in order to make it available to the Committee that meets 

next week to consider the Petition. 

I have extensive and adverse experience of how the Children’s Hearing system is 

not working in Inverness. 

As a Relevant Person, I have successfully appealed six Children’s Hearing decisions 

in 18 months and I and my wife are in the middle of yet another appeal. 

We are on record in these appeals, and in a recent appeal to the Sheriff Appeal 

Court, as stating that in our professional opinion “the Children’s Hearing system in 

Inverness has proven itself not fit for purpose in this case”. 

There are many generic problems that need to be addressed, enough to write a 

book. 

These include: 

1. Communication issues: 

a. with self-represented Relevant Persons 

b. and even with Safeguarders. 

2. Inordinate delays: 

a. interfering with the welfare of the Looked After Child. 

b. the Supreme Court has noted that the judicial process can itself interfere 

with justice – raising the prospect whether “it would be necessary to examine 

whether the obstacles which either the law or the mother [in this case, mutatis 

mutandis, lead social worker and kinship carer] had put in the way ... were 

unjustifiably discriminatory.” UK Supreme Court vK[2010] UKSC 56 para 54. 

3. British Sign Language (BSL) interpreter availability 

a. at Inverness Sheriff Court 

b. and Deaf Awareness by Children’s Hearing Panels. 

c. and legal representation availability in Inverness. 

4. Kinship carer arrangements 

a. how kinship carers are assessed and reviewed. 

5. unequal access to justice 

a. through an unequal application of Legal Aid. 



6. Inadequacies in the Children’s Hearing Panels 

a. in determining Relevant Person status 

b. through lack of clarification of European Convention on Human Rights. 

c. incompetent chairing and managing of Children’s Hearing Panels. 

7. Unequal representation at Children’s Hearings and in the appeal system 

a. for both Relevant Person and the Safeguarder 

8. Inadequate collaboration 

a. interfering with the independent life of Relevant Persons 

b. whose forward planning can be arbitrarily and expensively changed at the 

whim of a Sheriff Court clerk. 

9. Inadequate provision of information to Relevant Persons 

a. about the Children’s Hearing system 

b. and the right of appeal. 

10. the power of the lead social worker needs to be reviewed 

a. whose reports are judgments rather than reports 

b. without the training nor the skills of a judge. 

11. the pressures on the police are such that many issues are simply logged rather 

than followed up. 

12. the general ethos and drive towards removing children from their natural parents 

to be raised by those judged by social workers to be in the best interests of the child 

a. contrary to Article 7 of The United Nations Convention on the Rights of the 

Child 

b. and is not being adequately discussed far less challenged. 

13. the production, use and modification of 

a. the GIRFEC Plan is being abused and needs to be overhauled. 

b. Minutes in Child Plan Meetings needs to be overhauled. 

14. inordinate delays are making the system culpable for any emotional trauma 

caused by 

Looked After Children 

a. with may result in substantial damages being claimed 

b. and directly affects the rights and welfare of these Looked After Children. 



c. so that in our most recent appeal we have stated: “These being so, it is 

incumbent upon the judicial process to speed things up for the welfare of this 

three year old child at a critical stage in her development of British Sign 

Language, making it incumbent to consider whether it is in the best interests 

of the Looked After Child to return this case to a broken Children’s Hearing 

system which has manifested repeated administrative failures, breaches of 

natural justice and inability to apply European Convention Rights, possibly 

because individual panel members do not know what they are, and forming 

judgments that they are manifestly unqualified to make.” 

I can supply evidence for each and every one of these. There are very many more 

issues which I will supply, but time is at a premium at the moment, and I trust that 

this is sufficient to justify the need for “the Scottish Parliament to urge the Scottish 

Government to create an independent, QC-led inquiry into the operation and running 

of child protection services in Scotland.” 


